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Elasticitv and Plasticifv of materials

Support

metal urire

load (force 'F')

The force produces an equal and opposite force at the support (Newton's third).

Hoolie's Law states 'The extension 'e' is directly proportional to the force applied (F).

F=ke

Where k = stiffness constant

When applied to a stretching (or compressing) spring, k is called lhe spring stiffness or sprins
constant

The value of k is the same value whether the forces are tensile or compressive. k is dependent on

the material being used.

You can improve the accuracy of the length measurements using a setsquare and by taking the

readings at eye level to reduce parallax errors. You might also measure the mass of each slotted
mass using a digital balance. To obtain reliable results, aim to take at least six different readings
and repeat each one., .

Natr-uallength
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Here a load is applied to a metal wire and the corresponding extension plotted on a graph. Notice
how the dependent variable for this experiment (extension) has unusually been plotted along the x-
axis.

When the extension is in direct proportion to the load applied the metal is elastic. This means that
tle wire will return to its natural length 'l' when the load has been removed.

When the load becomes great enough and the wire no longer exhibits elasticity, a point 'E' on the
graph is reached called the elastic limit.

Beyond this any further increase in load will cause the wire to become permanently stretched.
When all the force is removed, the material will be longer than at the start.

NB. Some materials e.g. rubber only obey Hooke's law for really small extensions.

Ouestion: Force: k x extension. A weight of 15N is applied to a spring. It stretches by 2cm.
What is the stiffness constant [also called the force constant?].

Ouestion: A spring has a force constant: 5N/m. A weight of 25 Newtons is applied to it. How
much does it extend? .

H**kes law regj.:n
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The elastic energy stored in a spring is equal to the area underneath a Force yersus extension
graph

Faree ffi
20N

Exe*sior {rt} 0.50m

Ouestion: What is the energy stored in the spring shown in the graph when a load of 20N is
applied?

Ouestion: Another way to calculate elastic potential energy is fiom a formula:

E: r/z x k x extensioi : Yrkez

Consider a second spring with a force constant k: 12Nm-1. It is extended by 20cm. How much
elastic potential erergy does it contain?

Ouestion: Now complete the following table:

when u ror"" moves an object, we say *ffi**rr..
o The more massive an object, the mors work is done because a greater force is required-

. When the object or trolley is moved a larger distance more work is done. 
"

When a person climbs stairs or jumps in the air the force moved is their weight.

Spring Force [Newtons] Extension [m] Force constant
'k,

Elastic Potential
enersv lJoulesl

A 10 0.23

B L2 0.34
C 14 0.45

D 4s J 0.54
E 48 0.65

F 60 0.98

I
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Energy is needed to do work. Energy comes from food. The more work is done the more energy is
needed.

A machine gets the energ-y it needs to do work from an energy source such as electricity, or e[ergy
resources such as gas or oil.

Work and energy are measured in joules.

Ouestion: What unitis used to measure;

Mass
Work
Energy , -

Question: Write down two things that affect the amount of work done by a force.

Work is done when a force moves in the direction in which the force acts.
Work done (oules): force x distance moved

Examule: A clown weighs 700N. What work does he do against gravity when he jumps 80cm?

Work done = force x distance moved

: 700 x 0.8 = 560J

Santosh weighs 600N. He is out walking and comes to a steep hill.lkm long marked with a slope of
20o/o. Tbrs is sometimes called a '1 in 5' hill. It means that for every kilometer traveled along the
slope a vertical height of 0.2km is climbed. The amount of work Santosh does in walking up the
hill is:

, Work done: force x distance moved: 600 x 0.2: l20J
Ouestion: Would Santosh do more work if he ran, instead of walked, up the hill? Explain your
answer.

Ouestion: How much work does Paul do when he lifts a box weighing 250N offthe floor to a shelf
2m high?

Power

The rate at whiih work is'done is called power measured in joules / second.

Imagine a wooden block is pushed with a force of 30 Newtons over a distance of 10 meties in 10
seconds.

This means that 30 Newtons x 10 metres = 300jou1es of work has been completed.

This has been completed in 10 seconds and so 30joules ofwork has been done per second.

Hence Power (Joules / second or watts) : work done (l) / time taken (s)
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The Eurostar train provides a high-speed service through the Channel tunnel. When the train
achieves 300km,& with its engine operating at 21VfW, the amount of work done in 2 hours, or energy
transferred in 2 hours is calculated by:

Power (J / s) : work done (.I1 / time (s)

Work done : power (J / s) x time (s)
Now the number of seconds in two hours: 120 x60

So work done:2 000 000 x (120 * OO): 14 400000 000 J
-a

Gravitational potential energv and kinetic energv

When an object is raised higher above the earth, it gains gravitational potential energy (a form of
stored energy). The size of this stored energy is given by the equation:

Gravitational potential energy (J) : mgh

Where m: mass of object in kilograms
g:10N/kg
h: change in height above ground in meters

Ouestion: A man has a mass of 70kg. He climbs some a ladder and raises 5m above the ground.

How much extra gravitational potential energy does he acquire?

When a parachutist falls from a height, this gravitational potential energy is 
^turned 

into kinetic
energy. the amount of this kineticinergy (oules) is given by: K.E :Yzmv2

Where m: mass of parachutist
v : velocity of parachutist

Ouestion: A parachutist of 70kg falls from an aeroplane and reaches a velocity of 5m/s. What is
his kinetic energy?

Question: How much gravitational potential energy does this ball have originally at the beginning
of step 1 relative to ground level? How much kinetic energy does it have at this point?

Question: How much gravitational potential energy does the ball have relative to ground level
when it strikes the ground and becomes squashed? How much kinetic energy does it have at this
point? ,

Ouestion: How much gravitational potential energy d]oes the ball have half way down its fall? How
much kinetic energy does it have at this point?

I
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Ouestion: Why does the ball not bounce up to the same height of 10m?

Question: Can you calculate how much waste thermal, sound and structural energy was produced
when it hit the floor?

When a parachutist falls into the air, the frictional fdrces due to air resistance increase more and
more as he accelerates, displacing more and more air. Then eventually the parachutist falls at a ^

final terminal velocity. When this occurs, the kinetic energy of the parachutist does not change any
more. It becomes equal to the maximum amount of energy needed to overcome frictional forces
(work done overcoming frictional forces).

The work done in overcoming frictional forces at this point: change in gravitational potential
energy needed to reach the terminal velocity

.,[ ball is initially 20m
I above the ground Ouestion: Calculate the kinetic energy and

hence the work done to overcome frictional
forces when the ball reaches terminal
velocity.

When this happens, what is the terrninal
velocity?

J, ground1evel

II\/

I
A

Afterthe ball(J0dl
falls Ttq i[ reaches
its terninal velocity

, at(A).

Question: How could a skydiver falling in a streamlined position slow down?
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How a roller coaster works

A motor firstly hauls a ttain up into the air, gfirir:g it a lot of
grmitational poientid enerry. The train is then released

convetting graviiational potentid energr into kinetic energl as

it falls. Each peak is lower than the one befote because some

enetry is transferted to heat and sormd due to ftiction and air

resisiiflce.

The ptinciFle sf the cune en'ation of energy lells us:

gravitationd potenlial energr at iop = kinetic energr at bottom * energr kansfened ffreailsor.rn#due to ftiction)

Ouestion: When has the train most (a) gravitational potential energy (b) kinetic energy?

Speed of a roller coaster

Kinetic energy :Yrmi

Gravitational potential energy is transferred to kinetic energy as the train falls.

Ifthe gravitational potential energy doubles, the kinetic energy produced can double.

Imagine that a mass of 1kg has a kinetic energy of 1 joule. Substituting into the equation we get:

| : % xl x v 2 and therefore 1 : v 2

Therefore if we double the kinetic energy

2: new velocity 2 1

l

We can therefore say that by doubling the kinetic energy, the velocity increases by [Zv
Also, if K..E oc v 2

Let v : 1 Therefore if v : 2 (velocity doubles), then K.E oc 22

Thus K.E oc 4 And the kinetic energy quadruples.

Question; What happens to the kinetic energy if the mass doubles?
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Ouestion: Why do the heights of the peaks on a roller coaster ride decrease progressively?

Ouestion: On long roller coaster rides the trains are given a short lift by a motor part-way through
the ride. Why is this done?

Mass and weisht

The force of attraction on a mass due to gravity is called weight.

When falling freely a = g: 10N/kg on Earth

Example

Sadafhas a mass: 54kg

Therefore she weighs 54 x 10 : 540N on Earth

Sadaf only weighs 90N on the moon.

T-his means that gravitational field strength on the Moon is less than on Earth.
w: mg so g: w / m :90 I 54: 1.6 N/kg
Ouestion: A Moon buggy has a mass of 10kg. Find its weight:

(a) On Earth

(b) On the Moon

Temperature and heat

Consider a swimming pool containing thousands of gallons of water at a temperature of 20C. Now
consider a small cup full df water at the same temperature of 20C. What can we say about these
two?

The answer is that the swimming pool contain must contain many thousands ofjoules of heat
energy.to get its temperatffe to 20C whereas the cup of water contains just a fraction of those joules
to achieve 20C. This can be demonstrated by heating both by 25C. The cup of water very quickly
raises its temperature whereas the swimming pool takes much longer with a high power heater to
reach25C.

So what use is the temperature scale?

Well it does not by itself tell us how much heat energy is in something! However it enables us to:



(1) Compare two similar substances of the same volume and indicate which has most heat.

Temperature in this way is a measure of 'hotness'
(2) Show how quickly a substance gains or loses heat energy.
(3) Cold objects (little heat) tend to have a low temperature and increase in temperature as they

gain heat.
(4) Temperature differences between two ends of the same substance can help indicate the

direction that heat energy will flow.

Question: Mrs Collins takes a loaf of bread out of the freez* an hour before tea. Why does she

take the bread out so early?

Ouestion: Consider the following temperature difference and describe the direction that heat flows.

Description of temperature difference Direction heat flows
Your hand feels cold when you touch an
ice cube.

You open a window in your house and
the room gets colder

Leave a cup of coffee on a table and it
cools down

Walk outside and you stafi to feel colder

Blow warm air onto a wet patch of skin
and your skin cools down.

Nitrogen freezes at1l0C and boils at

-196C. When a lump of ice at -5C is
dropped into liquid nitrogen, the nitrogen
boils.

Temperature pictures

the scale.rlour as

ffiii:
ffi:,u
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am can be measured using co
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Temperature is, measured on an arbitrary scale. Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic
energy of the particles in a substance measured in degrees Celsius.

Heat is a measure of the internal energy in a substance and is expressed as a number in joules. It is
a measure of the total amount of kinetic energy of all the particles in a substance. It is measured in
Joules.

Ouestion: On the thennogram above, show the direction that heat will flow in the hand.

Question: Using the above defiriitions of temporature and heat energy, explain why a cup of water
and the water in a swimming pool; ,

(a) Can have the same temperature :

(b) Whilst having the same temperature, the water in the swimming pool contains more heat energy
than the cup of water.

At 0C, the particles in ice are still vibrating. If you could keep cooling the particles down until they
stopped vibrating, this would happen at absolute zero or 173C.

If an object is warmer than its surroundings, then energy flows from the object to its surroundings.
The hotter that object is, the faster it loses heat energy.

Ouestion: Which will cool down quicker - a kettle of water at 100C or a kettle of water atTAC?
Explain your answer

Ouestion: Why does an ice cube melt at room temperature?

Ouestion: Why does a metal aluminium window frame feel cold when you touch it?

Ouestion: what can you say about the rate of heat energy transfer in an object that is at the same

temperature as its surroundings?

, Specific heat capacitv

The amount of energy needed to change the temperature of one kilogram of a substance by one

degree Celsius is called the specific heat capacity.

Theuaits:J lKglC

Different materials have different specific heat capacities.

When we transfer heat energy into a substance this is shown by a rise in its temperature.

11



Some specific heat capacities are given in the table below:

Material Soecific heat caoacifv (JikslC)

Water 4200
Aluminium 880
Copoer 380
Cookins oil t200

Heat energy transferred : mass x specific heat capacity x temperature change

Ouestion: A kettle contains 1.5kg of water at atemperature of 18C. How much energy is needed to
bring the water to the boil?

Ouestion: A copper saucepan has a mass of 1.5kg. It is used to cook potatoes. Calculate how
much extra energy is needed to raise the temperature of the saucepan from 15C to 100C (specific
heat capacity ofcopper: 390 J/IigiC).

Question: 190MJof energyareneededtomelt500kgof aluminium at660C. Calculatethespecific
latent heat of aluminium.

Ouestion: The specific heat capacity of oxygen is 913 J/Kg/C. How much energy is needed to raise

the temperature of 2kg of oxygen by lC?

Question: Calculate the energy transferred when 80kg of water in a tropical freshwater fish tank is
heated from 10C to 25C.

Ouestion: How much energy is needed to heat a 5009 aluminium pan containing 1 kg of cooking
oil from 20Cto 1B0C? ,'

Question: The amount of energy you calculated in B is less than what is actually needed. Explain
why.

Using specific heat capacity

Water has a very high specific heat capacity and needs a lot of energy to raise its temperature. This
is why water is used in central heating systems to transfer thermal energy from the boiler to the

12
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radiators. It can store much larger amounts of thermal energy than a liquid with a lower specific
heat capacity. This also means that the water does not need to be pumped very quickly around the

central heating circuit.

Ouestion: Rearange the speciflc heat capacity equation to make specific heat capacity the subject
of the equation;

Question: Explain why water is used to cool car engines.

Ouestion: Which one of the following will require more energy? Heating 5kg of copper to 1 50C
from 20C or heating 2509 of water from 20C to 50C?

Ouestion: 50Kj of energy is transferred to a material with a mass of 5kg. The temperature
increases from 20C to 60C.

What is the specific heat capacity of the material?

Specific latent heat

A liquid in a beaker is heated to a certain temperature. The amount of energy needed depends on:

o How much liquid there is in the beaker
. What the liquid is.
o The rise in temperature.

t.emperatwe Graph showing how the temperature of ice
changes as it is heated.

Mark on this graph the melting and

boiling point temperatures of water.

Ouestion: Label the graph on page 4 with the letters A - D.

(A) Ice gets hotter. The water molecules inside it vibrate backwards and forwards more
vigorously as their internal energy increases,

13



(B) As the ice cube receives more energy with time, these vibrations become so vigorous that
bonds between the water molecules are broken. It takes energy to break these bonds. As
energy is put into the ice it is used up breaking bonds. The temperature does not rise and
stays the same. The ice melts.
The heat needed to change the state of solid to liquid in this way is called latent heat.

(C) The water molecules can now move freely as a liquid has been produced. As they receive
more heat energy they have more kinetic energy shown by a rise in the temperature.

(D) Even in a liquid there are still weak bonds between the water molecules holding them
together. However, now as moreheat is put into the liquid it is used up breaking these

bonds. The molecules can escape each other and evaporate away. The temperature stays

the same. The liquid is now boiling.
The heat needed to change the state of liquid to gas in this way is called
latent heat.

Question: Energy transfer does not always involve a rise or fall in temperature.

Explain why metals even at room temperature, appear cold to the touch.

The amount of energy needed to change the state of 1kg of an object without a change in its
temperature is called the specific latent heat. The units : J / Kg

Different materials have different specific latent heats

When we transfer energy into one state e.g. solid, the amount of heat needed to break bonds
between particles to change it into another state e.g. liquid is the specific latent heat.

Ouestion: Mohammed says that when you heat a solid object it gets hotter. Anne says that this is
true but when it starts to melt it stops getting hotter. Is she right?

The specific latent heat of fusion (for rnelting a substance) is not the same value as the specific
latent heat ofvaporisation (for boiling and evaporating a substance).

Material Specific latent heat of
fusion (J/ks)

Specific latent heat of
vaoorisation (J/ks)

Water 334 000 2 260 000
Lead 24 s00 871 000

Ethanol 108 000 855 000

Heat energy r.ur.r"..* c latent heat

Question: Calculate the energy transferred when the 1.5kg of water in a kettle changes from liquid
to gas at 100C. Specific latent heat (water - steam) :'2 260 000 J/Kg.

14



Ouestion: Caiculate the energy transferred from a glass of coke to melt 100g of ice cubes at 0C
(specific latent heat (ice - water) : 340 000J/Kg).

Question: Complete the following text on intermolecular bonds with the words that follow:

The _ heat of fusion is the energy needed to break the intermolecular bonds between the
partic1esinthe-sothattheycanmoVearound.Whena1iquidboi1sand-,energy
is used to break the bonds between the _ in the liquid to change their state to a gas.

As energy is needed to break the . bonds the temperature of a substance does not
change while it is being heated and these bonds are 6eing broken.

You can use the following to calculate the amount of energy needed to change its state.

Heat energy transferred into a substance to change state = mass x specific latent heat

Possible words: latent, equation, solid, intermolecular, particles, evaporates

Ouestion: How much energy is needed to evaporate 0.259 of water?

Question: What is the difference between specific heat capacity and specific latent heat?

Ouestion: What is the difference between latent heat of fusion and latent heat of vaporisation?

, Ouestion: How much energy is needed to:

(a) Evaporate 0.5kg lead?

(b) Evaporate 6kg of ethanol?

Ouestion: The amount of energy needed to melt a lump of lead was 4.9kJ. What was the mass of
the lead? r

Question: Why is the latent heat of vaporisation of a substance higher than its latent heat of fusion?
(think about the energy needed to loosen the bonds between solid particles to produce weaker bonds
between liquid molecules compared with totally breaking bonds between liquid particles).

Ouestion: What mass of lead could you melt with the amount of energy you would need to melt
2kg of ice?

15



Conduction. convection and radiation

Energy is transferred through solid materials by conduction. The particles in a solid are always
vibrating, even though they are fixed in position by forces between them. When the particles are

hotter, they have more energy and so vibrate more.

When you heat one end of an object, the particles start vibrating more. The particles collide with
other particles. Kinetic energy is transferred from one particle to its neighbours, in the same way
that energy is transferred from the cue ball when it collides with another ball on a snooker table.
Energy can be conducted through the solid by particles colliding with each other.

Heat energy can also move from one place to another by convection. In this process, particles that
are moving about can car'ry/ energy with them. This occurs in fluids i.e. liquids and gases.

A third way that heat can travei is between particles in the form of a pure electromagnetic energy

wave called infrared.
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More on conductors

Question: Complete the following text using the words that follow:

Some materials such as metals are good conductors. Energy is conducted through them

easily. Their particles are close together in a regular pattem and so the vibrations are passed on

easily. This is why a radiator is made of metal.

Some do not conduct heat very well - they are called thermal Materials
such as wood and plastics are insulators and they transfer heat slowly. Th" _ are close

together but the pattern is not as regular as in a metal. This means that energy only passes slowly
from one particle to another.

Liquid and gases are poor thermal The particles in a liquid are not in any regular
arrangement, so it is much more difficult for the energy to be passed on by _. In a gas,

the particles arc far apart so gases are very _ conductors. Double-glazing works using a layer
of gas between the panes of glass.

Possible words: thermal, conductors, materials, particles, poor, conduction, insulators

t6



Energy transfer bv free electrons

Metals have many electrons that are free to move through the metal. Metals are also good
conductors of electricity because of these eiectrons. The free electrons gain more kinetic energy
from collisions as the metal is heated. They transfer the energy very quickly as they travel through
the metal.

heat N
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Heat energy transfer in liquids and gases

Fiuids (liquids and gases) are poor conductors of heat. They can still transfer heat, because the
pafiicles are free to move. When moving particles carry energy from one place to another this is
called convection. For instance hot air rises and is replaced by cold air.

For example, when particles of air gain more energy, they move faster and thatpart of the air
expands. The density of this region of air decreases because there is the same number of particles
but in a larger space.

The cooler fluid nearby is denser than the heated fluid. The denser cooler fluid falls to the bottom,
and so the less dense hotter fluid rises. This movement is called a convection current.

Ouestion: Why can convection currents occur in liquids?

Question: Give an example of a good thermal conductor and explain why it is.

Ouestion: Hany is sitting a chair in the room in the diagram when the heating is switched off on a
cold day. Why does he feel cold?

Question: Why is the handle of a kettle made of plastic?
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Question: Why are liquids and gases poor thennal conductors?

Air cools. It corrtracts and

air conve'lfion.
cr-ureflt caqnng
heat. [\ heat.7

\ Air near the hes.ter gets urarm /\ and expantls. It belongs less dense 44l
than the sr.:rrotrnding air ffid rises.

heat. conducted through ceilng

wilm ajr is in c,rntact with the rmdersuface of the ceiline

_:o Air cools. Ii cuntsacts arrd

becomes ttrote dense arril falls -\a\
ait convection
current canying

air coirveutiofl
curtent canpng

heat. [\ heat.7

\ Air neu the heater gets warm I
\ *Uexpands.itbelongsless dense tr 

/
than the sr-utounding air and rises.

Ouestion: Fully annotate the diagram using the numbered text statements below:

(1) Roof tiles are conductors r

(2) Over the floor of the loft can be placed loft insulation. This contains trapped air, which acts as

an excellent insulator. It traps air-preventing convection and is also a poor conductor ofheat.

(3) Shiny foil can be placed over the inside of wall blocks. In the winter this can radiate heat back
into the house.

(4) Shiny foil can be placed over the outside of wall b-locks. In the summer this can radiate heat

away from the house.

18

(5) Cavity wall foam contains trapped air preventing heat convection currents
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(6) Outer layer ofbricks are poor conductors

(7) Draught strips around doors and windows are cheap and effective and prevent heat loss by
convection. Curtains also do this.

(8) Radiators are designed to maximise energy transfer through convection by having openings in
the top to allow hot air to rise as cooler air is brought into the room.

Ouestion: Explain how double-glazinghelps insulate a home. Use the words infrared radiation,
convection and conduction.

Question: Why is glass a better conductor of heat than argon?

Question: 'Conduction in a solid is due to the kansfer of kinetic energy from one particle to
another'. Explain this statement.

Infrared radiation is an electromagnetic wave, like light. It can travel through a vacuum, like light
does. It does not need a medium to travel through. This is why although cavity wall insulation can
prevent heat loss by conduction and convection; it cannot prevent energy loss by radiation.

Ouestion: On page 11, there is a diagram of a house. Show heat loss from the house by infrared
radiation.

Keeping homds warm

Houses transfer energy to their surroundings. Energy flows frrim the hotter region to the colder one,
from the heat source (the house) to the cold sink (the surroundings). This cools the house and
waflns the surroundings.

Just by turning down the thermostat by 1C you can save 100/o of your household energy costs.

Insulation in a loft reduces energy loss from the roof. Fibreglass, or a similar material is placed
between the joists. Fibreglass contains a lot of gaps in its structure. Air is trapped in these gaps.

Air is a good thermal insulgtor and a poor thermal conductor. However, if there is nothing in a wall
cavity but air, the air can move around and transfer heat from the inner wall to the outer wal1
through convection. The cavity is filled with an insulating material, which has small pockpts of air.
In new homes, solid foam boards are put inside the cavity walls. Older homes can have foam
injected-

t9



Cross-secil+n +f a carity wall
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Ouestion: The cavity wall insulation prevents air convectio, 
".ro"ni..' 

Insulation in lofts consists of
fibreglass, mineral wool, or rock wool. Does this do the same? Can the same be said for double-
glazing which either has two glass panes sandwiching a gap of air or a vacuum?

Question; complete the table below:

Method of insulatins the home lleat transfer nrevented

Loft insulation Convection

Cavitv wall insulation

Double plazins

Thick carpet

Ouestion: This question is about the cost of insulating a house. At the moment the house has no

loft insulation, cavity wall insulation or double-glazing.

(a) Use the data provided to decide which method of insulation provides the best value for
money.

(b) How many years do you have to wait before the double-glazing has paid
for itself.T

o Yearly heating ir, ,o, house: fToo
o Cost of double-glazing: f3000. This would reduce the fuel bill by 20Yo a year '

o Cost of loft insulation: [450. This would reduce the fuel bill by 30o/o a year

r Cost of cavity wall insulation: f 1200. This reduces the fuel billby 25%.

( hint;.Start your answer like this; f3000 of double glazing will save 20,1OOX- fT}Olyear.
Hence, f3000 of double-glazing will save f 140 ayear

Hence, 3 000/3 000 or for every f 1 spent on double glazing, 1 40/3 000 : f0 .046
saved/year off the annual fuel bill

20
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When you have calculated how much is saved by double-glazing each year, then divide this into
f3000, we can then calculate how long it will take before the double-glazinghas paid for itself.

Insulation Tvnical cost (f,) Tvnical annual savins (3)

Cavitv wall 400 80

Double s.lazins. 3000 50
Drausht-Droofins 80 20

Loft 250, 100

We can also calculate how long it wilf take for annual savings from the fuel bill after installing a

type of insulation, to payback the original cost.

Payback time = cost of insulation / annual saving

The unit of payback time is years.

Ouestion: Which insulation saves the most money per year?

An average home emits
about 7 tonnes of carbon
dioxide each year!

Ouestion: Calculate the payback time for 1oft insulation

Ouestion: Calculate the payback time for draught proohng.

Closing the curtains and fitting double-glazing cut down energy loss through windows. Some
people put aluminium foil behind radiators (why?)
Question: Double-glazing saves more money each year than draught proofing. Describe how
double-glazing reduces energy transfer. Explain why it is not sensible to have double-glazing fitted
unless windows need to be replaced.

Ouestion: Complete the following text using the words that follow:

A boiler is specially designed to have a heating at the bottom. Convection
heat all the water in the boiler. A radiator is designed to maximise the energy transfer from the
water in the central system into a room by having alarge surface area.

a

Other appliances and f,eatures are desigred to minimise transfers such as cavity wall
and double glazedwindows.

Possiblg words: element, energy, heating, installation, currents
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Efficiencv

A traditional eoal fire set in the wall of a room may not be very efficient. A fire in the centre of a
room can be more than 50o/o effieient.

Useful energy output
Efficiency = x i00%

Total energy input

Ouestion: Explain why a coal fire in the centre of a room is more efficient than one against an

outside wall.

Ouestion: A gas fire is 3l%oefficient. What would the useful energy out be of this fire if it burns
100 joules of stored chemical energy in gas per second?

Ouestion: Complete the following table

Buildings that areenergy efficient are well insulated and make sure that as liule energy as possible

are lost to the surroundings. Designers and architects have to consider the best way to heat a home

and the best way to make sure that energy is not wasted.

Energy efficiency is not just about heating homes. Everything that transfers energy wastes some of
the energy as heat to the surroundings. Designers of household appliances have to consider where

energy may be lost and how they can reduce the loss.

Ouestion: How much useful light energy does the bulb shown in the Sankey diagram below
produce?

15001 of.
electical
ener4lr

1200J ofheat
energl to thE

slrrrsundings

Infrared radiation,
convection or conduction

Description Example in home

Pure electromagnetic radiation. This can move in all
directions in-between air molecules.

Coal fire warming a room by
radiation

This occurs when particles such as air molecules move
from one place to another carrying heat energy with them.
Particles in fluids i.e. liquids and gases can do this.

This occurs when one particle collides into another
transferringheat energy to each other. Occurs mote in a
solid because particles are close to each other and they
vibrate more when heated.
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Ouestion: Calculate the efficiency of this bulb.

Worked example

A television with efficiency of 600/o converts electrical energy into 252kJ of light energy and 1SkJ

of sound energy. Calculate the wasted energy.

(1) Calculate the useful energy
i

Now useful energy = 252k1+ 18kJ :270k1

(2) Calculate the total energy input

Therefore 60%: (270 I total energyinput) xl00Yo

Now divide both sides by 100

Therefore 0.6:270 / total energy input

Total energy input: 210 I 0.6:450kJ

(3) Waste energy: Total energy input - useful energy : _kJ

Ouestion: What does a Sankey diagram show?

Ouestion: A kettle is supplied with 500kJ of electrical energy. It transfers 99kJ to the kettle itself
and its surroundings as heat energy, and lkJ is transfeqred into sound energy. The rest of the energy

' is transferred to the water as heat energy.

(a) What is the efficiency of the kettle?

(b) How could you make the kettle more efficient?

Ouestion: A halogen bulb fas an ef{iciency of l2o/o. It transfers 30J into light energy.

(a) Calculate the total energy input

(b) Calculate the waste energy produced

(c) Draw a Sankey diagram for this light bulb
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National and global energy resources

Every second for 5000 million years, the Sun has been giving out enormous amounts of energy,
mostly as light and heat.

Ouestion: Complete the following text using the words that follow:

The 

- 

is the source of energy for tfre Earth. Without solar energy there would be no life on
Earth.

(1) Light from the Sun allows plants; 

-. 

"
:

(2) _from the Sun provides the warmth for living things to survive.

A _ changes light into electricity. A solar _ uses light from the Sun. The larger the _
of a photocell, the more electricity is produced.

Photocells are used in places where mains electricity is not easily

The large area of photocells on the International _ Station provides a _current (d.c)
supply to run the spaceeraft.

Possible words: Space, available, cell, area, Heat, Sun, photosynthesise, photocell

The Sun loses 4 000 000 000kg"of 
mass every second.

It still has mass left to last for
another 5 000 000 000 years!

Electricity from lisht

The direct current from a photocell is similar to the current from a battery. It is in one direction.
They have many advantages over other electrical systems. They produce Direct Current (D.C), like
a battery.

Ouestion: These advantages are listed below. Use them to complete the table on the next page.
. They are very robust and need little maintenance.
o No fuel or lengthy power cables are needed.
. They do not contributeany pollution to the atmosphere in the form of dust or greenhouse

gases.

a use a renewable source
Property of photocell How this property is an advantage

Last long time

Use them almost anywhere

Environmentally friendly

Don't need to supply a fuel
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Renewable energy

Qucqtla$ Complete the following text using the words that follow:

The Sun is a source of energy. As well as being used to produce from a
photocell, the energy from the Sun can be used for heating.

A solar water heater on the roof of a building is made from _ collectors. Inside each

collector is a series of small tubes.'These tubes pass over a _ plate.

The black plate absorbs_ and drarms the water passing through the tubes.
Warmed water then rises to the tanks as it is heated. Colder water sinks down to the

Possible words: collector, storage, sunlight, electricity, renewable, rectangular, black

A Solat watet heater on the to of sf a house is made ftom tectangular c olie ctors

water used
in home

watet passes tlrough
these lubes

Curved mirrors can focus the Sun's light and heat. A single curved mirror can be
used as a soiar oven. They are most effective if they point directly at and track the
Sun's movement across the sky.

steam to
tr:rbine

tubes pas* over a black
plrte which gets hoi and
wtftrrs the watef
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Wind

The temperature difference between land surfaces causes convection current. The movement of air
is usually called wind. Wind is used to tum a wind turbine and produce elecricity.

Air convectisn crxrents produce wiflds

. Highintheatmosphere,

the air cools. It gets

.c ooler, c orrkacts, b ecome s

more dense flrrdffllIE

Fdling flir creates a

high air pre*sure

tegfon rt regron (EJ

on the Earlh
Region of the Earth(A)is
warmedhythe Sun. The ait

grts wanq erpmds, gets

less dense andrises.

These winds drive wind farms - collections of aero gonerdtors -, which produce electricity. Wind
turbines are usually placed on hills where there is little obstruction to the movement of air.

Ouestion: Explain why winds tend to move inland from the sea

Passive solar heating

@!!q: Complete the following text using the words that follow:

A home that uses Solar heating makes use of direct sunlight for heating purposes.

allows light gnd from the Sun to be used and reduces the need for electricity.

During the day, the Sun warms the and floor of a room.

At night the energy is radiated back into the room from the warm walls and

Curved solar reflectors 

- 

energy from the Sun.

Possible words: focus, floor, walls, windows, heat, passive

Region(A) is a Regionffi is a

low airpressure higlrpressure
region- airrises region
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Kinetic enerqy transfer

Moving air has kinetic energy which is transferred by a wind turbine into electricity.

Question: Why should south-facing walls in homes in the U.K be large and north-facing ones
small?

Question: Why are the reflecting surfaces of solar co[ectors curved?

More on passive solar heating
The Ereetrhouse effeci

Ouestion: Use the above diagram to help number the following statements in order.

(1) Infrared heat radiation from the Sun has a relatively short wavelength and can pass through
glass.

(2) These hot substances then radiate infrared heat radiation away, which is less energetic and
has a longer wavelength.

(3) As a consequence the room or greenhouse gets hotter.
(4) Dark substances, sugh as a green plant, absorb this radiation. The plant becomes hotter.
(5) This radiation is not energetic enough to pass out through the glass.

To make sure that ourved, parabolic, metallic, solar reflectors work as efficiently as possible, they
are computer controlled to track the sun.

Wind farm - friend or foe?

Wind farms produce electricity without producing carbon dioxide, which contributes to global warming.

However, some people do not like them!
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Disadvantages of wind turbines

(1) They say they have a poor visual impact and make noise.
(2) They do not work if there is little wind and must be shut down if speeds are greater than

B8km,{l.
(3) You need about 1500 wind turbines to replace one coal-fired power station.
(4) It is impossible to increase supply when there is extra demand (e.g. when Coronation Street

starts).
(5) It is difficult to find a suitable place to build wind turbines - they need to be spaced out and

built in places that are windy enough.
(6) Although the wind is free, its expensive to set up a wind farm, especially out at sea.

Question: For each of the following people, consider the above list and state, which may be their
main concem with wind turbines:

(a) Person who lives near a wind turbine.
(b) Government deciding on a future energy policy for the country
(c) A town council with little available spare land for development

Ouestion: Wind turbines are cheap to run, produce no polluting waste and wind power is
renewable. How is this an advantage in a world where global warming is now a major problem?

Different power sources have advantages and disadvantages

Ouestion: Read the following and underline all advantages in green. Underline all disadvantages in
red.

Fossil fuels are burnt to release their heat energy. At the moment, these fueis are readily available,
and they are a concentrated source of energy (a little bit of coal gives a lot of heat). But buming
fossil fuels causes acid rain and produces carbon dioxide (greenhouse gas). A1so, we buy most of
our fossil fuels from other countries - which means that we don't have controi of the price or
supply.

Biomass is matter from plants (like wood or straw) or animals (their manure) that can be burned
directly, or fermented to produce methane that's also bumt.
Biomass is renewable - we can quickly make more by growing more plants and rearing more
animals. Burning methane does produce carbon dioxide - but this is CO2 that the plants took out of
the atmosphere when they were growing - the process is 'carbon neutral' overall. Recently we
have started to use more biompss in the UK. You do need a lot of biomass to replace one lump of
coal, and it takes a lot of room to grow it. But we don't need to import straw and manure from other
countries.

Nuclear power stations use the heat released by uranium (or plutonium) atoms as they split during a
nuclear reabtion. Lots of energy is produced. Nuclear power does not produce smoke or carbon
dioxide.

Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas that causes global warming.

Nuclear power stations do produce some waste. The waste is radioactive.
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. Low-level waste is diluted in water as it goes into the sea. Most nuclear power stations are

therefore built near to the coast.

o High-level radioactive waste is harmful to living things. It should never be dumped at sea.

It is stored in steel drums buried underground. Some sites are nearly 1 kilometre deep.

These sites obviously cannot be built near to earthquake zones. This waste is near to
humans could be a serious cancer risk.

Photocells absorb energy from the Sun and convert it into electricity. Again they produce no
pollution, but their power output is vari.able.

Wind turbines convert energy from the movement of tir" *iod into electricity. This too produces ne
pollution, but their powfl output is variable.

Question: Complete the following table:

Name of fuel Fossil fuel Non-renewable
(eventually will
run out)

Renewable Does it produce
pollution?

Coal

Natural gas

oil

Biomass fuel

Nuclear (uranium)

Energy efficiency

Energy efficiency is a measure of how well a device transfers energy.

Efficiency: Useful electrical energy output

Fuel energy input

A power station is not very efflcient;

r For every i00 J ofenergy stored in coal, 15J is wasted in the boiler.

r A further 45J is wasted in the cooling towers and 5J in the generator.

The remaining energy is converted to electricity

Fuel energy input = waste energy output * electrical energy output

Example

A coal-fired power station generates 200MJ (200 000 000) of electrical energy per second. 400
MJ of energy is wasted per second as heat and noise.
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Calculate

(a) Energy used (energy input) = useful electrical energy output * waste energy output
:200MJ+ 450MJ:650MJ

(b) Effrciency: (200M1 I 650 MJ) x 100%:30.77%
Ouestion: Calculate the energy efficiency of a power station where 67'/o of the available energy is
lost to the environment.

Question: A power station is 3l%efficieit. 'It prodrr""r 2 million joules of energy each second.

How many joules of energy are lost to the environment each second?

What is a fuel?

The electrical appliances in our homes have different powff ratings. For example, most tolevisions
and lights have a power rating of less than 100 watts. This means that each second they change 100
joules of electricity into other forms of energy. A typical toaster or kettle has a power rating of at
least 2000 watts (2 kilowatts).

These appliances need a constant supply of electricity via the National Grid from power stations,
which use fuels to produce electricity.

A fuefcontains stored potential energy, which can be released as heat. Fossil fuels are burned
to release this heat

Biomass can be burned but more often it is allowed to ferment. Fermentation generates methane,

which is burned.

Uranium atoms are unstable and their atoms split to release energy. This reaction in a nuclear
power station has to be carefully oontrolled.

Type of power station Advantages Disadvantages

Coal

Natural Gas

oir

Nuclear Power
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Global warming and Climate Chanse

The Earth's average temperature has fluctuated over the centuries. Sometimes it has increased and

at other times decreased. This is perfectly natural and often arises from changes in volcanic
activity.

However, since the beginning of the industrial revoiution, there has been an abnormally high
increased rate of globaL warming. 

-

It is believed that this has been caused by an increase in the emissions of greenhouse gases such as

carbon dioxide. Burning fossil fuels c'anproduce these gases. They trap infrared heat around the

planet, which would otherwise have escaped into space.

Humans are causing an increase in the amount of greenhouse gases

There are several types ofgreenhouse gas that are trapping heat around the Earth.

(1) Carbon dioxide: This is released naturally as a result of respiration. However, as the world's
population increases, more forest is being cut down for farmland. The tree stumps that are left are

then bumed. This makes it easier to dig them up. This slash and burn is putting lots of extra carbon

dioxide into the atmosphere.

Ouestion: In what other ways are we putting extra CO2 into the atmosphere?

Global Carbon Dioxide Emissions frnm Fossil Fuel
Eurninu, 1751-2[l]g
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(2) Methane: Methane molecules absorb and then radiate back down to Earth, twenty times more

infrared thanCO2 molecules. This gas is produced by cattle and during the microbial
decomposition of waste in landfill sites. Volcanoes, wetlands and wild animals also produce it
naturally.
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(3) Water vapour: As the global temperature increases, so does the evaporation of water vapour into
the air. These molecules in turn act to increase global warming because they are sigrrificant
greenhouse gases. Power stations also produce water vapour, which can affect the amount in the
local area.

Question: As the frozen arctic tundra melts due to global warming, microbes will be able to feed on
and carry out respiration (CO2) and fermentation (methane) on organic matter in the ground. Even
if we stop releasing CO2by burning fossil fuels, it may be too late to stop this from happening.
Explain what might then happen.
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Changes to the weather can have human and natural causes

As the global temperatures increase, the polar ice caps will melt. Seawater will expand in volume
and the sea level will rise flooding smaller islands and leaving less land on which people can live
and grow crops.

The remaining food crops will also struggle to grow. More water will evaporate leaving the soil dry
and drought conditions will prevail. There will be more frequent hurricanes to destroy these crops.
Huricanes form over warm water - so with more wann water, you would expect more hurricanes.

Soot and gases produced by factories will'reflect heat from cities back down to Earth increasing
global warming.

Question: As well as global warming produced by mankind, we might be doubly unlucky if this
also coincides with a natural global warming phenomenon. Explain how this might be caused by:

(a) Ash and gases thrown into the atmosphere by volcanoes
(b) Changes in the orbit round the Sun

Nuclear Radiation

The nucleus of atoms contains positively charged protons and neutral neutrons. In small atoms, the
protons can just about hold themselves together (similar charges repel).

Larger atoms cannot hold their nuclei together and they break down losing both mass and energy.

This loss of mass is in the form of alpha (o) and beta (B) particles and radiation in the form of
gamma (y) radiation.

AII types of radioactive discharge can knock electrons off atoms (leaving them as positively
charged ions) or knock electrons onto them (leaving them as negatively charge&ions).
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When atoms in the DNA molecules of living cells are ionised, then that DNA can mutate (change)
and the cell can then grow at an unconfolled rate into a tumour (cancer).Very high doses of
radiation can kill cells completely.

National and global enerw resources

The main energy resources available for use on Earth include: fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas),
nuclear fuel, bio-fuel, wind, hydroelectricity, geotherrnal, the tides, the Sun and water waves. A
renewable energy resource is one that is being (or can be) replenished as it is used. The uses of
energy resources include: transport, electricity generation and heafing.

Ouestion: Using Internet resear"h, "o-rlr" *" followiig two tables:

Eneigy resource How it provides energy Renewable
or non-
renewable
energy
resource

How is the energy
resource used?

[transport, electricity
generation, heating?]

Is this a reliable
energy resource?

Fossil fuel[coal]

Fossil tuel [oil]

Fossil fuel [gas]

Nuclear fuel
I

Bio-fuel

Wind

J

Hydroelectricity

Geothermal

The tides
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The Sun [solar]

Water waves
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Environmental impact
by using this energy
fesource

Pattems and trends in the use
ofthis energy resource

Are there any political, social, ethical
or economic considerations to using
this enersv resource?

Fossil fuel fcoal]

Fossil tuel [oil]

Fossil tuel [gas]

Nuclear fuel

Hydroelectricity

Geothermal

The Sun fsolar]

Water waves
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Environmental impact
by using this energy
resource

Pattems and trends in the use
of this energy resource

Are there any political, social, ethical
or economic considerations to using
this energv resource?

Fossil fuel [coal]

Fossil tuel [oil]

FoSsil tuel [gas]

Nuclear fuel

Hydroelectricity

Geothermal

The Sun fsolar]

Water waves


